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(a) A sailing vessel(a) A sailing vessel
underway shall exhibit:underway shall exhibit:
(i) sidelights;(i) sidelights;
(ii)(ii) sternlightsternlight..







(b) In a sailing vessel of(b) In a sailing vessel of lessless
than 20 meters in lengththan 20 meters in length thethe
lights prescribed inlights prescribed in
paragraph (a) of this Ruleparagraph (a) of this Rule
may be combined in onemay be combined in one
lantern carried at or nearlantern carried at or near
the top of the mast where itthe top of the mast where it
can best be seen.can best be seen.





(c) A sailing vessel underway may,(c) A sailing vessel underway may,
in addition to the lights prescribed inin addition to the lights prescribed in
paragraph (a) of this Rule, exhibit atparagraph (a) of this Rule, exhibit at
or near the top of the mast, whereor near the top of the mast, where
they can best be seen,they can best be seen, two alltwo all--roundround
lights in a vertical line, the upperlights in a vertical line, the upper
beingbeing redred and the lowerand the lower greengreen, but, but
these lights shall not be exhibited inthese lights shall not be exhibited in
conjunction with the combinedconjunction with the combined
lantern permitted by paragraph (b) oflantern permitted by paragraph (b) of
this Rule.this Rule.





(d) (i) A sailing vessel of(d) (i) A sailing vessel of lessless
than 7 meters in lengththan 7 meters in length shall, ifshall, if
practicable, exhibit the lightspracticable, exhibit the lights
prescribed in paragraph (a) or (b)prescribed in paragraph (a) or (b)
of this Rule, but if she does not,of this Rule, but if she does not,
she shall have ready at hand anshe shall have ready at hand an
electric torch or lighted lanternelectric torch or lighted lantern
showing a white light which shallshowing a white light which shall
be exhibited in sufficient time tobe exhibited in sufficient time to
prevent collision.prevent collision.





(ii) A vessel(ii) A vessel under oarsunder oars maymay
exhibit the lights prescribed inexhibit the lights prescribed in
this Rule for sailing vessels, butthis Rule for sailing vessels, but
if she does not, she shall haveif she does not, she shall have
ready at hand an electric torchready at hand an electric torch
or lighted lantern showing aor lighted lantern showing a
white light which shall bewhite light which shall be
exhibited in sufficient time toexhibited in sufficient time to
prevent collision.prevent collision.







(e) A vessel proceeding(e) A vessel proceeding
under sailunder sail when also beingwhen also being
propelled by machinerypropelled by machinery
shall exhibit forwardshall exhibit forward
where it can best be seenwhere it can best be seen
aa conical shape, apexconical shape, apex
downwardsdownwards..








